
THE STORY SO FAR:
Janitor John
Dough (alias

Captain Handsome)
has travelled

through  folded
space from Earth

to Princess
Zucchini's home
planet of Alpha
Centauri 5. Only

John thinks he's
in Kansas, which
doesn't really

help the
Princess in her
quest to free

the planet from
the grip of Space

Pirates led by
the evil

Commander
Kapowski...

I've
got
you!

End
of

mystery!

Which
just goes to

show, that one
man's poor skin

hygiene is another
man's good fortune if

he falls off a
flying pig…

HEY!
It 's

ANOTHER
mystery!

Okay…
And who's
got you?

Wow!
Totally

gross… but
good shot,

Crook!

Thanks.
I've been

saving that one
for a special

occasion.
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Look!
The White
World of
Ickbod!

AMAZING!

I wonder why
they call it 'the

White World'?

It's
a mystery,
for sure.

You
see? This

is exactly what
I'm talking

about!Some
say my life is

one big mystery. But I
prefer to think of it as

lots of little mysteries,
all bunched together…

in a mystery
bundle.

In the previous episode, the Flying Pigs
of Pigmalia chose John as their leader. . .

Space Pirates,
Hook and Crook
are observing
the action and
discussing the

virtues of
projectile zits.

Moments later … 



Say ‘hi’ to Zit and Zog…
Intergalactic (and pretty
useless) Bounty hunters.

THE STORY SO FAR:
Janitor John
Dough (alias

Captain
Handsome) has

travelled
through folded

space from
Earth to
Princess

Zucchini's home
planet of Alpha

Centauri 5.
Only John

thinks he's in
Kansas, which
doesn't really

help the
Princess in her
quest to free

the planet 
from the grip 

of Space Pirates
led by the evil

Commander
Kapowski . . .

IT’s ALL

IN THE HEAD
IT’s ALL

IN THE HEAD
Now.

Who can tell me
what invisibility

means?

A brain
inhibi-what?

And
there’s

my answer!

The
brain’s

got more
than one

part?
Amazing!

But how did
you resist

the paralysing
effects of the

dreaded dust of
Dustonia that

attacks the parts
of the brain

that control
intelligent
thought? 

…KAPOW!
Captain Handsome

is just fine!

I don’t
know about
John, but…

John?
Are you
okay?

Oink! 

Oink! 

snort!

John!
Don’t breathe
in the dust. 

My scanner shows
that it contains a

powerful brain
wave inhibitor!

Uh oh . . .
Looks like you’ve

upset them
now!

They
also say
that you

should never
get a pet with a
HiGHer IQ than

your own. Which 
in your case
only leaves

goldfish!

I’ve
always

wanted a pig.
They say that
they’re really

smart.

It
means you

talk to pigs!

I can tell
you what

crazy
means…

I’m
picking up

high levels of
an unknown

chemical
compound.

There’s
something
weird about
this soil…

As
your leader, I

want to talk to
you today about…

invisibility!
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Speaking of which, here’s Commander
Kapowski now, out looking for Princess

Zucchini, and accompanied by his 
fiercest hunter . . . called Hunter.

Soon after…

THE STORY SO FAR:
Janitor John
Dough (alias

Captain Handsome)
has travelled

through folded
space from Earth

to Princess
Zucchini's home
planet of Alpha

Centauri 5.
Only John thinks

he's in Kansas,
which doesn't
really help the
Princess in her

quest to free the
planet from the

grip of Space
Pirates led
by the evil
Commander
Kapowski...

I’ve
always said: if

you want something
done right, you have
to do it yourself...

No!! …The
paralysing
dust of
Dustonia!

Ah –
ah – ah …

Don’t
worry Commander.

The effects of the dust
will wear off … 

In about a month.

Crush
him!

Hey,
little buddy.

Live and let live.
That’s my

motto.

Of
course, I don’t

agree with hunting.
Except if it’s like,
house hunting.

See?
Zit and Zog…

Two of my most
disposable men, frozen

by the paralysing
dust of Dustonia.

Yikes!
It’s

Commander
Kapowski! Try 
to not look

dumb.

Got
It.

Yeah…
I can’t believe
the whistling
didn’t work.

What
about if he

likes to hunt
men in tights?

Wow…
He saw right
through us.

You
clowns have

failed me for the
last time. Meet
Hunter. My best

hunter.

Jeez…
How dumb do you

guys look?

Looks
like a case of
'does what it
says on the 

tin’, eh?
Funny…

Coz that’s
not Hunter’s

motto.

KAPOWSKI

BANG!KAPOWSKI

BANG!
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